OfficeServ DECT
Cordless Technology from Samsung

The freedom of cordless technology.

Productivity through mobility
Samsung DECT (Digitally Enhanced Cordless Telephony) takes office telephony into new areas, by supplementing user’s desktop keyphones with the freedom to move and work around the office environment.

Style and functionality in your control
In a wireless communication system the handset makes all the difference between success and failure. The Samsung D5020 Handset has been specifically designed to combine enhanced voice quality with ease of use and elegant design.

Samsung D5020 handset integrates with the Samsung range of communications solutions to provide an advanced range of features you would expect from a digital keyphone.

With an intuitive LCD screen and simple menu-driven navigation the Samsung D5020 handset also offers a range of features including personal phonebook, vibrate alert, roaming, auto login, silent mode, redial function and microphone mute to name but a few.

Samsung DECT - WireLESS is MORE
Samsung DECT is available in a variety of configurations with the ability to provide a mobility solution to meet your organisation’s needs. Samsung DECT 300 is the simplest and most effective way to implement mobility within your office environment offering connectivity to your Samsung solution for up to 12 mobile staff. For more complex applications Samsung DECT 600 is an ideal way to improve the effectiveness of your communications. With a wide variety of enhanced and integrated features available and the registration of up to 480 handsets a Samsung DECT 600 system delivers simple and stylish mobility for larger and more diverse working environments.

Samsung DECT Solutions can be a real problem solver for companies with staff who need mobile communications in the workplace, vastly improving worker efficiency and reducing ongoing communication costs. For large sites, warehousing, hot-desking environments, hotels, hospitals, concert venues, or wherever staff need to be contactable on the move, Samsung DECT Solutions offer an array of sophisticated yet user-friendly features.
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## Benefits of DECT
- Lower operational costs vs GSM/mobile telephones
- Lower cost due to a reduction in call backs
- Getting the right person immediately
- Base station roaming – wide area, un-interrupted coverage
- Fully ETSI Generic Access Profile (GAP) compliant
- Reducing infrastructure costs
- Low power handset suitable for extended use and within areas where interference would be a problem e.g. hospitals

## Target Markets
- Medical facilities
- Hospitals, institutions
- Security facilities
- Prisons, government or corporate restricted areas
- Large supermarkets and retail chains
- Large building stores and contractor sites
- Production sites, factories and large warehouses
- Offices
- Corporate and Government offices
- Hospitality
- Hotels, motels, guesthouses, inns, theme parks

## Samsung D5020 Handset Features
- Phone book with up to 65 entries
- Vibrate and Silent mode
- Text Messaging - handset to handset
- 10 caller-ID presentations (QSig solution only)
- Redial function (last 10 numbers)
- Alphanumeric display with back light
- LED indication of incoming and missed calls

## Samsung DECT Main System Features
- Programming of 2 different user profiles
- Adjustable volume and Microphone Mute
- Manual and Auto Key Lock
- 9 Ring tones and adjustable ring volume
- Headset connection
- Automatic Answering
- Roaming between 10 different systems
- Speech Time – 12 Hours
- Stand-by time – 120 hours
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